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Summary:  

This master thesis explores the development and implementation of a decentralized 

application (dApp) on the VechainThor blockchain, with a focus on enhancing 

traceability and transparency in business processes. Beginning with an overview of 

distributed ledger technology, including blockchain, IOTA, and Vechain, the report 

compares these technologies to identify their strengths and limitations. The study delves 

into the features of the VechainThor blockchain, including its dual token methodology 

and blockchain architecture. A detailed analysis of the distributed application (dApp) is 

provided, covering requirements gathering, system architecture, and integration with the 

VechainThor blockchain. The implementation phase involves smart contract 

development, front-end development, and testing, with a focus on ensuring security and 

performance. The discussion section presents the advantages and disadvantages of the 

implemented solution, particularly in terms of security considerations. The challenges of 

building such type of applications. Finally, the conclusion summarizes the key findings, 

highlighting the accomplishments of the project and suggesting future improvements.  
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1 Introduction 
In today’s business world it is crucial to follow track and ensure security of the supply chain 

management and business processes. The traditional methods to record all the transactions 

and processes are often limited in terms of traceability and security with some inefficiencies 

and vulnerabilities. The emergence of the blockchain technology offers a new way of 

improving the traditional methods for recording the transactions in a more efficient and 

secure way.  

The aim of this report is to explore a blockchain technology named Vechain [1] and deep into 

decentralized applications to develop a dApp for business processes. Through an exhaustive 

analysis, this report aims to identify the benefits of blockchain technology in the context of 

supply chain management and business processes, with a particular focus on Vechain. 

Different distributed ledger technologies will be analyzed and compared, and a solution will 

be proposed based on the Vechain technology. 

Considering the existing potential of Vechain and decentralized applications, this report aims 

to contribute to the advancement of blockchain technology in the business world, offering a 

solution to the existing challenge of tracking all the deliveries in an increasing globalized 

world and driving progress in the field of supply chain management and business processes. 

1.1 Objectives 

The main objective has been defined to get a good scope of the project and from that main 

objective other sub-objectives have defined.  

Main objective: 

• Design and develop a decentralized application (dApp) on the VechainThor 

blockchain oriented towards business processes. 

Sub-objectives: 

• Provide a good overview of distributed ledger technology: This objective will 

ensure that the reader has a good understanding of the basic concepts necessary for 

understanding the development of the project.  

• Make an exploration of different distributed ledgers: The exploration will deep 

into different technologies and will compare the different technologies. 

• Analyze VechainThor blockchain and its characteristics: The main technology 

will be analyzed for understanding the selection of it for developing the decentralized 

application.  

• Conduct a design process of the decentralized application: This is a key step in 

order to get a good development of the application. The definition of requirements 

and preparation for filling that requirement is a key factor in the development phase. 

• Learn how to develop a decentralized application: Learning the necessary tools for 

developing the application will be a good objective to get a better decentralized app. 

• Be able of implementing traceability in the developed application: Traceability is 

a critical aspect of supply chain management and business processes. Implementing 
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traceability features in your dApp will enhance its utility and value proposition for 

businesses. 

The project description of this master thesis is included in ¡Error! No se encuentra el 

origen de la referencia.. 

1.2 Planification 

A planification of the project has been carried out to define tasks from the previously defined 

main objective and sub-objectives. With the tasks defined, a Gantt diagram has been created 

to make a good planning of the master thesis. The time spend for each time has been 

estimated by the difficulty estimated for each task. In the Figure 1, the developed Gantt 

diagram of this project is presented. 

During the project, the Gantt diagram has been used as reference for checking the process of 

the master project and define a deadline for all the previously define tasks. 

 

Figure 1: Gantt diagram for the master thesis. 

1.3 Report Structure 

This report has been structured in different chapters. First, an introduction chapter is given 

where the project problem and different tasks are described, and objectives are defined from 

the main task. In the second chapter, a review of distributed ledger technology will be given 

to get the basic understanding of the project. At the same time different specific DLT 

technologies will be explained and compared. In the third chapter, VechainThor blockchain 

will be explained more deeply. After explaining the bases for understanding the thesis, the 

fourth chapter of the thesis will focus on decentralized applications and the understanding of 

how decentralized applications work.  

With the previous concepts explained and analyzed, the fifth chapter will focus on making 

the first design and analysis of the software. For that, the requirements first are collected and 

on this chapter, different diagrams will be created in order to have a good understanding of 

the project and a good software designing. The sixth chapter will focus on the software 

development and the tools used during the development phase. In this phase the designed 

application will be showed, and some results are displayed. 

In the seventh chapter a discussion has been made from the results obtained from the project. 

In the last chapter some conclusions are defined from the previous discussion and the whole 

project. 
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2 Distributed Ledger Technology 
In this chapter, the basics about the distributed ledgers, blockchain [2] and IOTA [3] 

protocols will be initially discussed and compared in order to see all the differences and get a 

good understanding of the concept. Through the exploration of the concepts, the differences 

and main characteristics of each technology will be described. At the same time, the 

blockchain used in this project will be described by providing characteristics and concept that 

allow a good guidance to understand the developed project. 

2.1 Distributed Ledger Technology 

Distributed Ledger Technology (DLT) can be defined as a digital system or database that 

registers active transactions where the details are being registered in multiple locations at the 

same time [4]. The main difference with traditional databases is that in distributed ledgers 

there is no central data or store functionality so the administration is not centralized. 

The name Distributed Ledgers Technology refers to the technological system or protocol that 

authorize the simultaneous access, validation and update of the registrations that are made in 

the DLT. This technology works in a computer network with multiple nodes. All the nodes 

from the computer network receive a copy of the ledgers in order to decentralize the system. 

At the same time every node can view, modify, and verify the ledger that makes the system 

more trustable [4]. In Figure 2, a scheme representing all the individuals in the distributed 

ledger are connected is presented.  

 

Figure 2: Distributed Ledger Technology scheme [4]. 

Nodes in distributed ledgers process and verify every item. By doing this, a registration of 

each item is conducted, and a veracity agreement is being constructed. The data stored in a 
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distributed ledger can vary from static or dynamic data and also can be used as registry or 

even with financial transactions. Blockchain is using the distributed ledger technology [5]. 

The increase in the interest of distributed ledgers started with the introduction of 

cryptocurrencies like Bitcoin in 2009 with the usage of blockchain technology. It has been 

proved that the technology behaves correctly and is able of scaling while being secure at the 

same time [6].  

Distributed Ledger Technology consists of several features [4]: 

• Nodes: Network nodes are individual devices or computer connected needed in order 

to accept the transactions. 

• Consensus mechanism: This can be defined as a protocol or set of rules used in a 

decentralized system in order to get an agreement on the validity of a transaction 

between participants without the need of an authority. 

• Smart contracts: These contracts are executed when certain requirements are fulfilled 

without the need of any individual. 

• Secret code: It is the way to maintain safety in the DLT. Only the people with the 

right secret code can access the transaction data. 

• Unchangeable notebook: whatever are written in the distributed ledger are not 

changeable. This avoids any intention of cheating. 

2.2 Blockchain 

The blockchain [2] technology can be defined as a distributed, shared, and unchangeable 

database. The main purpose of blockchain is to facilitate the process of saving transactions 

and tracking records in a business network. The transaction or record can be tangible like 

vehicle, flat, land, cash or intangible like patents, branding, or intellectual property. Any item 

with virtual value can be used as record in a blockchain network. Bitcoin in 2009 was the first 

ever cryptocurrency to use in a blockchain environment [6]. 

The blockchain network uses the previously explained distributed ledger technology. All the 

individuals from the network can access to the distributed ledger and all the records saved 

previously in the network. Transactions are saved just once simultaneously avoiding all the 

duplication effort required in other technologies. There is no option to modify a transaction 

once it has been added to the distributed ledger. If an error occurs, a new transaction must be 

upload to the network, this can be defined as immutable transaction capacity [6]. 

In all blockchain technologies, an economic model needs to be defined in order to get a good 

behavior of the system. In this economic model, it is important to define the native coin that 

will be the primary cryptocurrency. Usually, this one is the fundamental unit of value of the 

system and serves for various purposes in the blockchain system. The defined native coins 

are just defined to use in the blockchain network context and commonly. They are used as a 

way of exchange, store or as a utility token to access or interact with specific blockchain 

network services [5]. 

The unit of data in Blockchain network are transactions. The simplest example of a 

transaction is to transfer tokens from one account to another. Every transaction is added after 

the previous transaction without the possibility of changing the chain. Each block includes 
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the hash from the previous block [7]. In Figure 3 a visual scheme of the explained structure is 

presented. 

 

Figure 3: View of Blockchain data structure based [7]. 

Smart contracts are defined as digital contracts designed to automatically execute when a 

previously defined conditions are fulfilled. They are used to speed transactions and stored 

information in the blockchain. This type of contracts avoids the need of intermediaries. The 

most typical functionality is to automate the execution of an agreement in order to inform all 

the participants at the same time. Another functionality can be to activate a workflow when a 

requirement is completes in the smart contract itself [6]. 

The smart contracts are written in code in the blockchain where simple “if” or “when” 

statement conditions are defined and utilized. When the conditions are fulfilled, a network of 

computers execute the action. When the transaction is completed the blockchain, is updated 

for every individual. The executed transaction is immutable, so it cannot be changed [5]. In 

Figure 4 a scheme is presented that explains how smart contracts work and the working flow 

in a general blockchain network. 

 

Figure 4: Smart contracts working scheme [8]. 
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2.3 IOTA 

IOTA [3] is an open-source distributed ledger and is designed to enable transferring data and 

values between humans and machines. Main properties of this distributed ledger are their 

contactless transactions, safe data, and small number of resources necessary for transactions. 

This network is able to impulse Internet of Things without requiring a big investment in the 

infrastructure. 

IOTA is not based on blockchain as other cryptocurrencies. In this case, it is based on a data 

structure named Tangle [9]. Tangle is using a Directed Acyclic Graph (DAG) instead of the 

blockchain. The DAG can be defined as a graph structure where transactions are linked 

together in a specific order, without any loops or cycles. The nodes are the transaction 

executor in the tangle, and they define the ledger for storing transactions in the tangle. The 

idea of working principle in the tangle is that in order to execute a transaction the user must 

work to approve other transactions. Then, Tangle uses a proof-of-work (PoW) system for 

authenticating transactions on a distributed ledger [10]. This way of working ensures that the 

users that approve one transactions are contributing in the tangle network security. If there is 

a node that identify that one transaction conflicts with the tangle history the node will not 

approve the wrong transaction. 

2.3.1 Working principle 

The steps followed by a node to record a transaction in the tangle can be described as [9]: 

1. With the usage of a specific algorithm the node selects two transactions to approve  

2. The node checks if the selected transactions have some conflict or no and if they are 

conflicting the node will not approve the transactions. 

3. In order to publish the transaction, the node has to solve a cryptographic puzzle 

similar to the ones used in other cryptocurrencies. This is accomplished by 

discovering a nonce, unique number, that, when combined with certain data from the 

authorized transaction, produces a hash with a specific pattern. In Bitcoin's protocol, 

for instance, this pattern requires the hash to start with a predetermined number of 

zeros. 

IOTA networks are asynchronous, this means that not all the nodes will see the same set of 

transactions. At the same time, it is possible in the tangle to have conflicting transactions. But 

as defined previously, in that situation, the node will decide which one of the conflicting 

transactions needs to be orphaned. 

The nodes in the IOTA network share Tangle and the incoming transactions are validated or 

added as per the consensus rules. As shown in Figure 5, instead of a group of mining nodes 

packing transactions inside the block, every new transaction can be a part of the growing tree 

of transactions in an acyclic way by referencing some existing transaction and thus forming a 

graph. A new incoming transaction validates the previous ones and helps grow the IOTA 

network. In this way, many transactions can be validated in parallel providing high 

throughput and scalability. A special node called Coordinator (COO) helps transactions 

present in the IOTA ledger attain finality. Since there is no fee for producing a transaction, to 

protect the ledger from Denial-of-service (DoS) attacks or spamming transactions, a small 
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amount of proof-of-work (PoW) is required which does not take part in the consensus but 

provides a weight for the transaction to be considered valid [10].  

 

 

Figure 5: Tangle structure in IOTA [10]. 

 

2.4 Vechain 

Vechain [1] is a blockchain environment designed for delivering a transparent, efficient, 

scalable and adaptable blockchain platform. It was created in 2015 by founder Sunny Lu and 

it is headquartered in San Marino, Europe. VechainThor is considered as a world leading 

smart contract spearheading the real world adoption of blockchain technology [11]. Vechain 

is one of the first blockchain projects with the objective to offer blockchain supply chain 

services to business enterprises [12]. According to Vechain, its goal is to create a trust-free 

and distributed business ecosystem platform to enable transparent information flow, efficient 

collaboration, and high-speed value transfers [13]. 

Vechain has cemented its position among the main blockchain environments in the world. It 

is in collaboration with many organizations worldwide like Walmart China, BMW, DNV, 

and the government of San Marino among others. Currently Vechain objective is to join the 

challenge of building digital ecosystems to get sustainability and digital transformation at 

global scale [11]. 
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2.4.1 Working principle 

Vechain [1] is a decentralized network, so it is not controlled by any individual. It is an open 

and public network that involve all the users to participate and involved in the community 

although, it is important to have a direction that will benefit the ecosystem, for that, the 

directive department and foundation of Vechain is supporting. In Figure 6 a simple scheme is 

presented to show how Vechain blockchain is designed to work. 

 

Figure 6: Vechain blockchain working scheme [14]. 

Vechain offers a range of specific solutions and features to meet the complex requirements of 

businesses operating in various industries. Here are some key aspects of Vechain [11]: 

• Dual-Token System: Vechain operates on a dual-token system consisting of Vechain 

Tokens (VET) and VeThor Tokens (VTHO). VET serves as a store of value and is 

used for economic activities on the VechainThor blockchain, while VTHO is used to 

pay for transaction fees and smart contract execution [11]. 

• Proof of Authority (PoA) Consensus: VechainThor uses a unique consensus 

mechanism known as Proof of Authority (PoA), where transaction validation is 

performed by a selected group of trusted authority nodes. This ensures fast transaction 

processing and high throughput while maintaining security and reliability. 

• Enterprise Solutions: Vechain provides a comprehensive suite of enterprise solutions 

aimed at addressing various challenges in supply chain management, product 

verification, and quality assurance. These solutions include tools for product lifecycle 

management, supply chain traceability, anti-counterfeiting measures, and compliance 

verification. 

• Real-World Applications: Vechain has been implemented in a wide range of 

industries, including food and beverage, luxury goods, pharmaceuticals, and 

automotive manufacturing. Real-world applications of Vechain include product 

traceability, authenticity verification, and quality control, enabling businesses to 

enhance transparency, reduce costs, and build trust with consumers. 

• Integration with IoT Devices: Vechain integrates with Internet of Things (IoT) 

devices and sensors to capture real-world data and transmit it securely to the 

blockchain. This enables businesses to monitor and manage their assets more 
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effectively, ensuring compliance with regulatory standards and quality assurance 

protocols. 

2.5 Comparation of distributed ledger 

After describing the different distributed ledger technology, a comparation between them has 

been realized in order to see the advantages and disadvantages of each specific technology. 

This comparison will help to identify the most suitable technology for each use case. 

 

Scalability: 

• IOTA and Vechain offer innovative approaches to scalability, with IOTA's Tangle 

architecture enabling parallel transaction processing and VechainThor design 

optimized for enterprise-scale applications. 

• Traditional blockchain platforms such as Ethereum and Bitcoin face scalability 

challenges due to their linear block structures, leading to network congestion and high 

transaction fees during peak usage. 

Transaction Fees: 

• IOTA's feeless transactions make it attractive for microtransactions and IoT 

applications, eliminating transaction costs for users. 

• Vechain transactions can involve nominal fees denominated in VTHO Tokens, while 

traditional blockchain platforms typically require transaction fees paid to miners or 

validators and they don’t have a two token dual method. 

Consensus Mechanisms: 

• IOTA's Tangle consensus mechanism relies on network consensus and cryptographic 

algorithms, offering scalability and resilience against attacks. 

• VechainThor employs a Proof of Authority (PoA) consensus mechanism, ensuring 

low energy consumption, fast transaction processing and high network reliability 

through trusted authority nodes. 

• Traditional blockchain platforms use consensus mechanisms like Proof of Work 

(PoW) or Proof of Stake (PoS) to validate transactions, offering security and 

decentralization but with higher energy consumption. 

Use Cases: 

• IOTA and Vechain specialize in specific use cases such as IoT applications, 

micropayments, supply chain management, and product authenticity verification. 

• Traditional blockchain platforms find applications in finance, supply chain 

management, healthcare, and decentralized finance (DeFi), offering a broader range 

of use cases. 

 

Adoption and Partnerships: IOTA, Vechain, and traditional blockchain platforms have gained 

significant adoption across industries, with partnerships formed with companies, 

governments, and organizations worldwide. 

 

Security and Trust: IOTA, Vechain, and traditional blockchain platforms provide strong 

security and immutability through cryptographic techniques, ensuring tamper-proof record-

keeping and transaction verification. 
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Each distributed ledger technology, whether it's IOTA, Vechain, or traditional blockchain 

platforms, offers unique properties and capabilities, making it suitable for specific use cases 

and applications. By understanding the advantages and disadvantages of each technology, 

businesses can make informed decisions about adopting decentralized solutions to address 

their unique challenges and requirements. In Table 1 a comparison table is presented in order 

to summarize the differences between different analyzed technologies. 

 

 

Aspect IOTA Vechain Traditional 

Blockchain 

Scalability Tangle enables 

parallel processing. 

VechainThor optimized 

for enterprise. 

Linear blocks pose 

scalability issues. 

Transaction fees Feeless transactions, 

ideal for 

microtransactions. 

Nominal fees in VTHO 

Tokens. 

Fees paid to 

miners/validators. 

Consensus Mechanism Tangle consensus, 

cryptographic 

algorithms. 

Proof of Authority 

(PoA) consensus. 

Proof of Work 

(PoW) or Proof of 

Stake (PoS). 

Use Cases IoT, micropayments, 

supply chain, 

authenticity. 

IoT, supply chain, 

product management. 

Finance, supply 

chain, healthcare, 

DeFi. 

Adoption and Partnerships Significant adoption, 

global partnerships. 

Significant adoption, 

global partnerships. 

Widely adopted, 

partnerships across 

sectors. 

Security and Trust Strong security, 

immutability with 

cryptography. 

Strong security, 

immutability. 

Strong security, 

immutability. 

Table 1: Comparison table of DLT. 
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3 VechainThor Blockchain 
The VechainThor blockchain [15] is the first layer of the system that powers the Vechain 

ecosystem [16]. This blockchain is established on the Ethereum blockchain and a public 

history of all transactions is available through the Vechain explorer. This blockchain system 

is designed for enterprises with scalability [12] in mind.  

Some characteristics of VechainThor blockchain are defined [11]: 

• VechainThor blockchain is created to be scalable for asynchronous transactions. It 

scales using clauses and dependencies in the transaction process. 

• VechainThor blockchain dual token method makes possible to stabilize the 

transaction fees during high transaction demand period. In this way, transaction fees 

can be defined as predictable. 

• Vechain is using Proof of Authority (PoA) as a consensus mechanism taking 

advantage of the assurances, security and scalability and at the same time using low 

energy consumption, not like other blockchain technologies. 

• Security is ensured thanks to the safe consensus mechanism PoA. There are no 

reported hacks from PoA consensus. 

• It can be defined as a robust blockchain due to historical zero downtime from his 

foundation in 2018. 

• VechainThor blockchain is compatible with other type of blockchains. 

3.1 Dual token methodology 

One of the main characteristics of this specific blockchain technology is the dual token 

method. An adequate economic model in the system is crucial for the correct behavior of the 

whole ledger. The reason to set an economic model with two token is to avoid the main 

problem of the blockchain systems, the unpredictable cost of the system due to token 

volatility [13].  

The main token in VechainThor blockchain system is VET while the token used as 

transaction fee is the VTHO token. VET token is used as the utility token which means this 

token is defined by value medium transfer. VTHO is the gas or transaction token in charge to 

pay fees during a transaction. This unique dual token method makes possible to separate the 

cost of using the blockchain system from market speculation [11]. Figure 7 presents a scheme 

that shows both token and the function of each one. VET is used for business and financial 

activities and VTHO token is used for the transaction payment and execution of smart 

contracts transactions.  
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Figure 7: Dual token system sketch in Vechain [12]. 

In the majority of blockchain systems when the crypto market is chaotic the price of tokens 

tends to increase and that increases the cost of transacting on the network. This problem 

happens just in cases where the native token is used to pay the transactions. The main reason 

to implement the dual token method is to prevent transaction fees from being directly 

exposed to price changes. From a business view of point is important for the system to be 

able to predict the future cost of the blockchain system. The addition of a second VTHO 

token helps in making the system more predictable [6]. 

As explained previously, the VechainThor utility token is the VET token defined as the 

native coin of the system. This coin characteristic defined the coin with a precision of 18 

decimal places and a total supply of 86.712.634.466 units [11]. 

An important factor in cryptocurrencies that makes visible the difference between real 

currencies and cryptocurrencies is the division of the unit. In the VechainThor case VET 

token can be divided in multiple subunits. The smallest subunit of VET is one wei and there 

are 1.00.000.000.000.000.0000 wei per VET. The main advantage of this divisibility 

possibility is that that micropayments can be executed in an easier way than with traditional 

currencies. In Vechain world micropayments are incentivized and this and other features 

makes the system a good choice for supporting the advancement of sustainability goals [11]. 

The total supply of a cryptocurrency is the maximum amount of cryptocurrency that will ever 

exist in the blockchain lifetime. When this value is defined it remains fixed during the time 

and should not change during the lifetime of the blockchain. The definition of total supply 

gives transparency and predictability and also provides clarity to the users of the network. It 

allows them to see the potential value and long-term option of the cryptocurrency [11]. 

The second token VTHO can be defined as the energy or the cost of making the blockchain 

transactions on the VechainThor blockchain. 70% of the amount of VTHO paid in a 
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transaction as transaction fee is burned and the remaining is rewarded to the block creator, in 

this case the Authority Master node [11]. 

The VTHO token is defined as VIP180 type token. This token is defined as a fungible token 

standard in Vechain. VIP180 is a superset of the ERC20 standard on the Ethereum 

blockchain and is the most used fungible standard used across all blockchains [11]. As 

explained previously transactions are paid in VTHO and the Authority Master node is paid 

also in VTHO for creating blocks, securing and maintaining the chain.  

In this case, VTHO does not have a maximum supply value like VET. VTHO parameter can 

only be altered by the transparent governance process that will be configured to increase or 

reduce the monetary supply. As explained previously the current regulation establish to 

destroy the 70% of VTHO used in a transaction and to give the other 30% to the Authority 

Master nodes as reward [11]. This makes possible to control the market value of the 

cryptocurrency. 

The way to earn VTHO coins is to hold VET coins in the wallet. Holding VET generates 

VTHO automatically. VTHO is generated from holding VET at a constant rate of  𝜈 = 5 ·
10−9 VTHO per VET per second or 0.000432VTHO per VET every 24 hour [11]. 

 

 𝑉𝑇𝐻𝑂𝑔𝑒𝑛 = 𝜈 · 𝑉𝐸𝑇 · 𝑡 (1) 

 

For every transaction in VechainThor a transaction fee must be paid in order to pay for the 

computation in the network that can be define as: 

 

 𝑉𝑇𝐻𝑂𝑓𝑒𝑒 = 𝜌 · 𝐺 (2) 

 

where G is the amount of gas required to execute the transaction and, 𝜌 is the gas price in 

VTHO that is a constant value defined as 1 · 10−5. This value can vary from a 𝜌𝑏𝑎𝑠𝑒 value of 

1 · 10−5 to a 𝜌𝑏𝑎𝑠𝑒 · 2 . For example if a transaction requires 50.000 gas, then the VTHO fee 

will be 0.5 VTHO [11]. 

3.2 Blockchain architecture 

In the VechainThor blockchain, the system architecture can be defined by different layers. 

Each layer will be responsible of diffeerent functionalities and interaction inside the Vechain 

context. Different layer can be presented as [17]:  

 

• Consensus Layer: This layer is responsible for getting an agreement on the state of the 

blockchain through the consensus mechanism. In VeChainThor blockchain, the 

consensus layer will implements the Proof of Authority (PoA) consensus mechanism, 

where Authority Masternodes, that act as validators, are validating and proposing new 

blocks in the blockchain. 

• Networking Layer: The network layer enables the communication and data exchange 

between nodes in the VeChainThor network. It includes protocols and mechanisms 
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for peer-to-peer networking, message propagation, and synchronization of blockchain 

data across the network. 

• Blockchain Layer: At the center of the architecture, there is the blockchain layer, 

which consists of the general Blockchain data structure and the protocols governing 

its operation. This layer will store a chronological record of transactions in blocks, 

linked together to form an immutable and transparent ledger of transactions. 

• Smart Contract Layer: The smart contract layer enables the execution of decentralized 

applications (dApps) and the deployment of smart contracts on the VeChainThor 

blockchain. Smart contracts are deployed and executed within this layer, providing 

programmable logic and automation of business processes. 

• Application Layer: The application layer consists on the user-facing applications and 

interfaces built on top of the VeChainThor blockchain. This layer includes 

decentralized applications (dApps), wallets, and other tools that interact with the 

blockchain to provide value-added services to users. The developed dApp will be 

located on this layer. 

• Protocol and Governance Layer: This layer manage the rules, protocols, and 

governance mechanisms that define the operation and evolution of the VeChainThor 

blockchain. It includes features like token economics, consensus rules, and 

governance mechanisms. 

 

By organizing the blockchain architecture into distinct layers, the VeChainThor blockchain 

achieves modularity, scalability, and maintainability, allowing for the efficient development, 

deployment, and operation of decentralized applications and services. Each layer interacts 

with adjacent layers in a structured manner, ensuring the integrity and reliability of the 

blockchain ecosystem. In Figure 8 the system architecture diagram is presented. The blue 

color layers present the technical functionalities of the system. 

 

 

Figure 8: Vechain system architecture [17]. 
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3.3 Cryptocurrency wallet 

Cryptocurrency wallets are applications that work as a usual wallet but for digital tokens. In 

this application you can access to your user adress in the application interface will let the user 

access to his crypto account. Technically these applications dont’t work the same way as a 

wallet. Instead of holding the phisical money a crypto wallet will store the needed passkeys 

for making transactions in the blockchain and will provide the user a display of their crypto 

balance [18].  

Inside cryptocurrency wallet, there are different type of wallets [18]: 

• Software Wallets: This digital wallets are implemented as software applications, 

being accessible via desktop, mobile, or web interfaces. Software wallets can be 

further categorized into: 

o Hot Wallets: They are connected to the internet and suitable for frequent 

transactions. Examples include mobile wallets and desktop wallets. 

o Cold Wallets: They are offline storage solutions designed for long-term asset 

storage and enhanced security. Examples include hardware wallets and paper 

wallets. 

• Hardware Wallets: These are physical devices, often USB devices, designed to store 

cryptocurrency private keys offline. Hardware wallets offer security by keeping the 

private keys offline, reducing the risk of getting unauthorized access or hacking. 

• Paper Wallets: A paper wallet is a physical document containing a cryptocurrency 

wallet address and private key. It is generated offline and considered one of the most 

secure forms of cryptocurrency storage, as it is not possible to hack or get online 

attacks. 

 

Key features of cryptocurrency wallets [18]: 

• Security: The safety of the digital tokens of the user is prioritize in a crypto wallet. As 

safety methods these wallets use encryption of private keys, multi-factor 

authentication, and secure backup options. 

• Easy to use: Wallets are designed to have a user friendly interface allowing the using 

an easy access to the different capabilities of the wallet. 

• Compatibility: It is important for a good crypto wallet to support different 

ccryptocurrency and be able of working in different blockchain environment. 

• Asset control: The user of the wallet will get all the control of their digital assets when 

using the crypto wallet. The private keys are managed locally giving the user the 

power in their account. 

• Interoperability: This feature allows the user to interact with decentralized 

applications and decentralized finance platforms from their wallets. 

 

Cryptocurrency wallets are indispensable tool for any blockchain user in order to manage and 

use their digital assets in a safe and convenient way. A good understanding of the crypto 

wallets is needed for selecting the correct wallet type. During the project Sync2 [19] wallet 

has been used. 
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3.4 Decentralized Applications (dApp) 

Decentralized applications also known as (dApps) can be defined as digital applications that 

run in a blockchain network of computers and not just in a single computer. This software 

applications will operate in a blockchain network. A decentralized application runs in a peer-

to-peer (P2P) blockchain network [20].  

Decentralization in these applications means that there is not a single individual authority in 

the application. Once the developer of the dApp has released, the application will lose the 

authority of the developer and others are able to build on top of it.  

In a centralized application, the owner of the program will have all the control and the 

authority no matter how many users the program has. This makes the owner to be in charge 

of the backend of the centralized application. 

At the same time, dApps run in a public, open-source, decentralized environment and as 

mentioned they don’t have just an individual control source or owner. In a case where the 

developed application makes possible to publish or upload messages if someone published a 

message, there is no way to delete that message. There is no user that has more authority than 

other even the creator of the application will not be able of making any change in the 

published message [20]. 

The main function of developing this kind of application is to decentralized actions that 

nowadays are centralized. They are many types of scenarios where a decentralized 

application usage could be suitable like in order to enable secure, blockchain-based voting 

and governance. Other use of dApps are listed below [21]: 

• Financial services: dApps are able to make easier financial transactions or exchange 

of the currencies or assets. 

• Supply chain management: dApps are able of tracking the movement of products of 

a company through a supply chain. In this way transparency and accountability will 

be ensured. 

• Identity verification: dApps can be used to store and verify identity information, like 

passport applications. 

• Real estate: dApps can be used to facilitate the buying and selling of real estate 

directly between buyer and seller, as well as the tracking of property ownership and 

related documentation such as deeds. 

• Healthcare: dApps can be used to store and track healthcare records, as well as to 

facilitate the communication and collaboration of healthcare professionals. 

• Education: dApps can be used to create decentralized learning platforms, allowing 

students and teachers to interact and collaborate directly without the need for 

intermediaries. 

• Social media: dApps can be used to create decentralized social media platforms, 

allowing users to interact and share content without the need for a central authority. 

• Predicting markets: dApps can be used to create decentralized platforms for 

predicting all kind of markets. 

The decentralized applications are stored and executed on blockchain networks. 
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4 Analysis of distributed application dApp  
In this chapter, the decentralized application will be analyzed and designed. For a good 

development of the decentralized application, the design and structure are crucial. In the first 

section, application requirements are collected and then from the defined requirements use-

cases are extracted and a use-case diagram and system sequence diagram has been 

constructed. A good design process is crucial for a proper implementation later in the project. 

The Unified Process UP has been followed during the analysis phase of the project [22]. 

4.1 Collecting the Requirements 

First a requirement list has been developed in order to organize the requirements of the 

developed application. Requirement list can be seen in Table 2. All the requirements are 

classified depending on their functionality using FURPS+ method as defined in the Unified 

Process [22]. This process helps to identify the challenges that will be founded during the 

implementation process. 

Table 2: Requirements for the developed application. 

Functional • Authenticate and authorize the user 

• Store Data on Vechain [1] Blockchain 

• Read Data from Vechain Blockchain 

• Display data from the Vechain Blockchain for customer and 

provider. 

Usability Make a user-friendly interface for easy data input and read. 

Reliability • Ensure data integrity and confidentiality through encryption 

techniques in the dApp. Employ secure protocols for 

transmitting and storing data on the blockchain to prevent 

unauthorized access or tampering. 

• Implement error handling mechanisms to handle exceptions 

gracefully. Log system activities and errors to facilitate 

troubleshooting and auditing. 

Performance Design the application to handle a potentially large volume of data 

transactions efficiently. Optimize performance to minimize latency 

and ensure responsiveness, even during peak usage 

Supportability Provide documentation and help including user guides. 

+ - 
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4.2 Use case diagram 

After defining the requirements, use cases are obtained and a use case diagram has been 

developed based on the functionality requirements of the software. Actors and use cases are 

defined in Figure 9. In the developed software, there will be three main use cases. Initially the 

software needs to have an authentication phase where the user will be authenticated through 

the signing of a virtual certificate. After that, the software will provide actors the option to 

store the quantity of products delivered from the provider to the customer and at the same 

time read option is displayed in order to give the consumer the information saved on the 

blockchain. Errors will be handled, and problems or wrong information will be displayed in 

the screen.  

 

Figure 9: Use case diagram. 

4.3 Fully dressed use case document 

Fully dressed use case document of the most important use case has been studied based on 

the Unified process [22]. The most important use case for a good implementation of the 

software is storing the number of products delivered from the provider. The developed 

document is shown in Table 3. This document contains the most important factors to consider 

during the implementation of the most important use case. 

 

Use case name Store data 

Scope Vechain blockchain. 

Level User goal 

Primary actor Provider 
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Stakeholders The product provider wants to record the delivered quantity. 

The customer wants to be able of checking the product quantity. 

Preconditions Authentication must be completed. 

Number of products must be defined. 

Smart contract must be deployed. 

Success guarantee Value is stored in the VechainThor blockchain. 

Reading option is available on the dApp. 

Main success scenario 1. Enter delivered product quantity. 

2. Press store button. 

3. Request transaction call. 

4. Execute smart contract. 

5. Sign transaction 

Extensions 2.1. User authentication failed. 

2.2. Error message. 

4.1 Transaction error. 

4.2 Error message transaction. 

Special requirements None 

Table 3: Fully dressed use case document for storing data. 

The fully dressed use case document for the second use case has also been developed and is 

presented on Table 4.  

 

Use case name Read and display data 

Scope Vechain blockchain. 

Level User goal 

Primary actor Consumer 

Stakeholders The product provider wants to record the delivered quantity. 

The customer wants to be able of checking the product quantity. 
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Preconditions Authentication must be completed. 

Number of products must be defined and registered. 

Smart contract must be deployed. 

Success guarantee Previously registered value is showed in the dApp. 

Reading table is updated. 

Main success scenario 1. Press reading button. 

2. Wait connection with the blockchain. 

3. Get the last registered value on Vechain. 

4. Update the application table. 

Extensions 2.1 Reading error. 

2.2 Error message transaction. 

Special requirements None 

Table 4: Fully dressed use case document for read and display data. 

4.4 System Sequence diagram 

A system sequence diagram has been developed in order to see the designed structure of the 

decentralized application with all the functionalities previously described. In Figure 10, you 

can see the designed system sequence diagram, where first the authentication is executed. 

The authentication phase is crucial in order to give access to the user for saving the quantity 

of products delivered from provider to customer. In the authentication, first the system checks 

the user using an authentication certificate in the Vechain blockchain. If the authentication 

phase is failed and the user is not found, the error will be displayed in the software. If 

everything is correct and the certificate is signed by the user, the user address will be 

displayed and the store and read options will be displayed giving full access to the user for all 

utilities in the dApp. 

After getting the full access to the dApp, the application gives the option to store a value in 

the blockchain. The software is designed to store the quantity of products delivered. For that, 

transaction details need first to be defined in the user interface and then store button is 

pressed. To complete the store transaction in the Vechain blockchain, the transaction needs to 

be signed by the user using his crypto wallet password. If everything has been completed 

correctly the value will be stored in the blockchain. 

After storing the quantity of products, the stored quantity can be checked for confirming the 

correct functionality of the software. The Read button is in charge of this use case, when the 

customer presses the button, the system will request the contract to Vechain blockchain and 

the value will be extracted and sent to the system. Then the value will be displayed in the 
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dApp software. The System Sequence diagram in Figure 10 shows all the working utilities in 

the designed decentralized application.  

 

Figure 10: System Sequence Diagram. 

4.5 System Architecture 

The system architecture of the decentralized application (dApp) encompasses several layers 

and components to facilitate secure user authentication, data storage, and retrieval on the 

VechainThor blockchain. The architecture is designed to ensure robustness, scalability, and 

efficiency in handling user interactions and blockchain transactions. Below is a detailed 

overview of each component: 

 

• User Interface (UI) Layer: The UI layer serves as the interface for users to interact 

with our dApp. It includes intuitive user interfaces and forms for authentication, data 

input, and display. 

• Application Layer: At the core of the designed dApp, the application layer contains all 

the logic and functionality. This layer consists of: 

 

o Authentication Module: Responsible for verifying the user identity. 

o Data Storage Module: Handles the storage and retrieval of data connecting with 

the Vechain blockchain. 

o Business Logic: Processes user requests, validates input data, and manages 

interactions between different layers. 

• Blockchain Layer: Interfacing directly with the Vechain blockchain, this layer 

manages smart contracts and transaction execution. Key components include: 
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o Smart Contracts: These contracts define the rules for storing and accessing data 

securely on the blockchain. 

o Transaction Management: Manages the creation and execution of transactions, 

ensuring data integrity and consistency. 

• Network Layer: The network layer facilitates communication between the dApp 

components and the Vechain blockchain network. It ensures secure and efficient data 

transmission. 

 

• Security Layer: Ensuring the integrity and confidentiality of user data and 

transactions, the security layer implements robust security measures, including access 

control mechanisms and authorization protocols. 

 

This designed system architecture provides a solid foundation for the development of the 

dApp, providing friendly user experience and secure interactions with the Vechain 

blockchain. Through the effective integration of these layers and components, the objective is 

to develop a reliable and efficient decentralized solution to the users. 
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5 Implementation 
In this chapter, the technical details of the developed decentralized application (dApp) in the 

VechainThor blockchain are explained. The chapter begins with an introduction of the used 

tools for developing the dApp, this will include the tools, libraries and frameworks utilized 

during the process. Next sections in the chapter explore smart contract development, covering 

design principles and implementation strategies for enabling the storage and authentication of 

product deliveries. Additionally, the chapter discusses frontend development, focusing on 

user interface design and functionalities into the dApp. Furthermore, it examines the 

integration of the dApp with the VechainThor blockchain, showing mechanisms for 

deploying smart contracts, executing transactions, and requesting blockchain data. The 

chapter also contains testing, debugging, security considerations, optimization techniques, 

user documentation, and support mechanisms to provide a comprehensive overview of the 

implementation process. 

5.1 Introduction to the development environment 

In developing the decentralized application (dApp) on the VechainThor blockchain, a robust 

and efficient development environment is essential to build the implementation process. The 

chosen tools and technologies were meticulously selected to get a good integration, robust 

smart contract development, and user-friendly interface design. 

The learning process of the different tools has been an important aspect of the project's 

journey. During the development process, getting knowledge in each tool and technology has 

been essential for achieving project objectives effectively. The experience obtained during 

this phase has not only contributed to the successful implementation of the dApp but has also 

provided valuable insights and skills for future projects. 

• Smart contract development was facilitated by the Remix IDE [23] (Integrated 

Development Environment), a versatile platform offering comprehensive tools for 

writing, testing, and debugging smart contracts directly in the browser. Remix 

intuitive interface and built-in compiler simplified the process of deploying contracts 

to the VechainThor blockchain, ensuring efficiency and reliability in the development 

workflow. 

• The frontend interface of the dApp was created using Vite [24], a next-generation 

frontend tooling framework known for its blazing-fast development experience. 

Leveraging HTML [25] and JavaScript [26] as primary coding languages, Vite 

facilitated the creation of dynamic and interactive web interfaces, enabling seamless 

interaction with the underlying blockchain functionalities. 

• Visual Studio Code (VS Code) [27] served as the preferred Integrated Development 

Environment (IDE) for programming the dApp, providing a powerful and 

customizable environment for coding, debugging, and version control. With its 

extensive ecosystem of extensions and plugins, VS Code offered a rich set of features 

together with the specific requirements of blockchain development, giving 

productivity and code quality to the software development. 
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To summarize the Table 5 presents the used tools and a short description of each software. 

Development tool Description 

Remix IDE [23] Programming environment for smart contract 

develop. 

Vite [24] The development server used to create the 

web application. 

HTML [25] Programming language used for frontend 

design of the dApp. 

JavaScript [26] Programming language used for backend 

design of the dApp and connection with 

Vechain. 

Visual Studio Code (VS Code) [27] Programming environment used to code and 

developed the designed application in the 

project. 

Table 5: Summary of the used tools in the project. 

In addition to selecting the appropriate tools and technologies, careful consideration has been 

given to maintain compatibility and interoperability between different components of the 

development environment. This included the integration between smart contract development 

in Remix IDE and frontend development in Vite, allowing for efficient communication and 

data exchange between the backend and frontend layers of the dApp. Furthermore, Visual 

Studio Code (VS Code) [27] served as a central environment for the development workflow. 

In Figure 11 ,the used tools system sketch can be seen, where the previously described tools 

are displayed for a good understanding of how each tool has helped to the application 

development. 
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Figure 11: Development tools system sketch. 

 

5.2 Smart contract development 

Smart contract development [6] is a crucial aspect of building decentralized applications 

(dApps) on blockchain platforms like VechainThor. In this subsection, the main concepts 

about smart contracts will be explained, from designing, implementing, and deploying smart 

contracts to facilitate the main functionalities of the designed dApp. For the development of 

the smart contract as explained previously Remix IDE [23] has been used. 

Before starting to code and build the smart contract, it is very important to have a good 

understanding of what type of contract is needed for this application and how to build it. 

Before using a specific smart contract, it is important to understand the smart contract 

requirements: 

 

Smart Contract Requirements are: 

• Register product information. 

• Update product authenticity status. 

• Record delivery date. 

• Verify delivery authenticity. 

• Access Control 

• Restrict access based on user roles. 

• Gas Optimization: 

• Optimize gas usage for efficiency. 

• Security Considerations: 
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These requirements focus on the core functionalities and security considerations of the smart 

contracts, providing a clear outline for their development on the VechainThor blockchain. 

After defining smart contract requirement, the coding part has been executed and a smart 

contract code has been constructed for saving the quantity of products delivered from a 

provider to a customer. In Figure 12, the developed smart contract can be seen. 

 

 

Figure 12: Smart contract developed in Remix IDE. 

After constructing and building the smart contract, the contract must be deployed in the 

Vechain blockchain. To deploy the contract on the blockchain environment the Inspector [28] 

tool has been used. In Figure 13, it can be seen the used tool where the bytecode of the smart 

contract must be extracted from the Remix IDE solidity code in order to deploy the contract 

in Vechain.  
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Figure 13: Contract deployment in Inspector tool. 

After deploying the smart contract in Vechain, the transaction needs to be completed by 

paying the required gas token. In this deployment, VTHO tokens are required. In Figure 14, 

the transaction can be seen and is defined as Inspector deploy contract. 

 

 

Figure 14: Smart Contract deployment. 
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5.3 Integration with VechainThor blockchain 

The main functionality of the dApp is to be connected with the previously explained Vechain 

environment. This can be reduced in being able of storing values in the blockchain and 

retrieving the values from it. To develop the connection needed between the dApp and the 

blockchain, JavaScript [26] language has been used.  

The connection between blockchain and user in dApp is developed by using the Connex 

library [29] in JavaScript. Connex library is used as a communication bridge between the 

developed dApp and the VechainThor blockchain. The library provides a set of tools that 

allow the developers to perform different tasks like sending transactions, requesting data and 

executing smart contracts. As example, online course on developing dApp on Vechain has 

been taken [30]. Code [31] from that course has been used as reference to develop the 

specific dApp. All the developed code files for this project can be seen in a Github public 

repository shared in Appendix B: Github repository. 

5.3.1 Initial steps for network connection 

After importing the library in the main.js file of the developed dApp. The initial step in 

establishing the connection is to define the network to which the dApp will connect. As 

presented in Figure 15, in this scenario, the test network is designated as the connected 

network to provide a testing environment for development purposes. The defined constant 

'connex' network will be utilized for connecting to the blockchain. 

 

 

Figure 15: Connection of dApp and test network. 

Some variables are also defined in order to maintain a secure and fast connection process. In 

Figure 16, the defined variables can be seen, one variable is used for checking the user login 

status and another for login button. 

 

Figure 16:Variables definition. 

5.3.2 Authentication certificate 

The first step in the development of the dApp is to authenticate the user. For that, in Figure 

17, the developed code for user authentication can be seen. When the login button from the 
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user interface is pressed, the code is executed. First, an identification message is defined with 

an appropriate title and content. Then, with the message and the use of a vendor module from 

the previously defined connex network, the request of a certificate signing is executed.    

 

 

Figure 17: User login in the decentralized application. 

The user login procedure requires the user to sign a transaction in the used wallet, in this case 

Sync2 wallet has been used. In Figure 18, the proposed authentication certificate with the 

defined message can be seen. This certificate must be signed in order to use the dApp and the 

other functionalities. 

 

Figure 18: Authentication certificate. 

5.3.3 Storing data on Vechain 

Once the authentication process is complete, the application will give the user, the 

opportunity to store the number of products delivered from the provider to the customer. To 
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start with the store procedure, the ABI from the deployed smart contract must be first 

extracted and imported in an abi.js file. In Figure 19 this file, the storing variables in 

blockchain are defined as the Application Binary Interface. This file defines how to interact 

with the already deployed smart contract. The file contains function signatures, event 

definitions and the contract deployment information. 

 

Figure 19: ABI for storing and reading data. 

After doing that, when the store button is pressed, the next code piece is executed as shown in 

Figure 20. In this event, first the user login variable is checked to know if authentication has 

been correctly completed or not. If authentication has not been completed an error message 

will appear telling the user that login is needed in order to continue. In the case that 

authentication was correctly executed, the application will look for the ABI defined store 

function and will save it in a constant storeABI. 

Previous step to execute the smart contract is to define the clause or condition. In the clause, 

the 'id' is defined by introducing the deployed smart contract address as the account, 

'storeABI' as the method, and 'usernumber,' which represents the number of products 

delivered, as a parameter. Then the transaction can be executed by requesting to the vendor 

module. In case there is no number defined as input, an error message will appear. 
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Figure 20: Store procedure code . 

When a transaction is requested, it will appear in the wallet that is being used, which in this 

case is Sync2, as shown in Figure 21 when the execution ‘const result’ line in Figure 20 is 

triggered. This transaction must be signed to store the number in the blockchain. Once the 

transaction is signed, the smart contract will be executed in VechainThor test net blockchain. 

In Figure 22, transaction fee can be seen in VTHO token. 

 

Figure 21:Transaction request in Sync2. 

 

 

Figure 22: Transaction cost in Sync2. 
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5.3.4 Reading data from Vechain 

The last functionality of the decentralized application is to read the stored value in the 

VechainThor blockchain. This application will be able to read the previously stored value in 

the blockchain. To achieve that, use case the code in Figure 23 has been developed. This code 

is only executed when the read button is pressed. In this event, the looked function in the ABI 

will be read and will be stored in abiRetrieve constant. Then during the process loading will 

be plotted in the user interface in order to notify the user that reading process is correctly 

executing. For getting the saved value in the blockchain a call is executed with the deployed 

smart contract address and the abiRetrieve constant. This call will be decoded, and its value 

will be displayed in the user interface. 

 

Figure 23: Code for reading data from Vechain. 

5.4 Front-end development 

The frontend development of the decentralized application (dApp) on the VeChainThor 

blockchain serves as the primary tool for users to interact with the created solution in this 

project. This section explains the process of creating the user interface (UI) and user 

experience (UX) that define the face of the dApp.  

The front-end development has been completed with the use of tools such as Vite [24] and a 

vanilla JavaScript [26] template, prioritizing simplicity, performance, and scalability in the 

frontend development. Complemented by HTML [25] for structuring the user interface. The 

main focus was on the development process, while also making sure to prioritize the best 

possible user experience. 

At the beginning of the dApp, a small description of the application is presented as it can be 

seen in Figure 24. In this starting page, the application will ask the user to please login using 

the defined Login button. Once the user is logged the user address of the specific user will be 

given as shown in Figure 24. 
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Figure 24: Authentication and dApp description section. 

After description and authentication section a simple register section has been added for the 

delivered product provider. The provider will enter a number in the box in order to be able to 

continue with the store procedure in the application as shown in Figure 25. 

 

Figure 25:Provider section in the dApp. 

The customer section in the application is focused on reading the previously stored data. At 

the same time, every time read option is selected the data will be displayed both in the page 

and in table as it can be seen in Figure 26. Each row will be added when a new transaction is 

executed. 
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Figure 26: Customer section of the dApp. 

In Figure 27 the graph visualization of stored transactions is presented. A bar chart has been 

used in order to get a visual view of the delivery product quantity in each transaction. 

 

 

Figure 27: Plotting of the stored transactions on Vechain. 

5.5 Testing of the dApp 

The testing and debugging phase of the developed decentralized application on the 

VechainThor blockchain has been crucial for ensuring its reliability and functionality. This 

chapter will focus on how this testing procedure was executed.  
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Various types of tests have been carried out to check the designed dApp in an appropriate 

way. Carried tests can be listed as: 

1. Unit Tests: Small parts of the dApp have been tested to make sure they worked 

correctly on their own. Each use case has been tested first independently before 

configuring them and making the proper connections between the different use cases.  

2. Integration Testing: We checked how different parts of the dApp work together to 

ensure they operate well as a whole. 

3. System Testing: The entire dApp has been tested to see if it meets all the requirements 

and work smoothly. 

Each test helps during the development process to analyze and examine different aspects of 

the dApp. 

5.5.1 Warning security messages 

During the testing process, the functionalities of the dApp has been tested one by one to see if 

they fill the use case requirements. Some improvement has been added to the application in 

form of warning messages when the user login is still not completed. In Figure 28 is shown 

how the warning error is displayed in the application. 

 

 

Figure 28: Warning message user login is not completed. 
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5.6 Traceability in Vechain  

All the transactions that executed in the designed dApps, are stored in the VechainThor 

blockchain. In Figure 29, it is showed how all the previously executed transactions in Figure 

26 are registered. In Figure 30, the transaction name can be seen, and it is the same as was 

configured on the storing process. 

 

Figure 29: Registered transactions on the 

VechainThor blockchain. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 30: Stored transaction description. 

 

 

From the same Sync2 wallet, transaction details can be requested and consulted in the 

Vechain explorer as shown in Figure 31. The Vechain explorer gives relevant details like 

status, Id, timestamp, used gas or transaction fee. 
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Figure 31: Stored transaction in Vechain explorer. 

By selecting the origin of the transaction, the Vechain explorer sends the user to the account 

page, where the user address and tokens can be checked as shown in Figure 32. 

 

Figure 32: Transaction origin. 

To see all the transactions made by this account transaction, the button can be selected and 

there the executed transaction list can be seen as presented in Figure 33.  

 

Figure 33: Executed transaction list in Vechain explorer. 
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5.7 Performance of dApp  

The performance of the dApp has been analyzed during the project. To get a good scope of 

the performance of the application, the execution time of every transaction with Vechain 

blockchain is measured using “performance.now()” function. The Figure 34 shows the stored 

transactions during the performance test.  

 

Figure 34:Performance test transactions registered in the dApp. 

In Figure 35 a graph can be seen with the different execution times for every transaction. The 

execution time for each transaction usually varies with the speed that user uses for 

completing the transaction. During the performance test the time spent by the user has been 

fixed to get a more realistic results on the execution time of transactions. The execution time 

has been measured in 30 different transactions. The average execution time has been 

estimated in 11.56 seconds. 

 

Figure 35: Performance graph of the dApp. 
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6 Discussion 
In this report, the main features of distributed ledger technologies have been explained and an 

overview of the existing different technologies has been given. After focusing on Vechain 

blockchain and describing its features, the development of a decentralized application (dApp) 

has been given with a main focus on the connection between the user and the distributed 

ledger technology. While decentralized applications (dApps) on the VechainThor blockchain 

offer numerous benefits, they are also subject to certain safety disadvantages and limitations 

that required consideration. 

One of the primary safety concerns associated with dApps is the presence of smart contract 

vulnerabilities. Smart contracts deployed on the blockchain are susceptible to coding errors, 

bugs, and vulnerabilities that could be exploited by malicious actors. These vulnerabilities 

can end in financial losses, data breaches, and system fracture if not properly addressed. 

Developers must conduct thorough code audits, testing, and security assessments to identify 

and mitigate potential vulnerabilities in smart contracts.  

During the development phase of the dApp, technical challenges were faced with the 

deployment of the smart contract. It was important to design a good smart contract and to 

deploy it correctly. This involved testing it thoroughly to avoid any issues. Making sure it 

worked well with the blockchain network and following good coding practices were 

essential. Additionally, ensuring the dApp had a user-friendly interface, managing gas fees 

effectively and giving a good visualization for customer were significant challenges. 

Integration with other decentralized services and ensuring data privacy and security also 

required careful consideration. 

Privacy is another area of concern for dApps on the VechainThor blockchain. While 

blockchain technology offers transparency and immutability, it also increases privacy 

concerns due to the public nature of transaction data, transaction details are available for 

everyone. Public blockchains like VechainThor store transaction data openly on the network, 

exposing sensitive information to unauthorized users. This lack of privacy can be problematic 

when the application where to record deliveries contain sensitive data like personal 

information, financial transactions, or proprietary business data.  

Scalability remains a significant challenge for dApps on the VechainThor blockchain, 

impacting their performance and user experience. As the number of users and transactions 

increases, the network may experience congestion, delays, and higher transaction fees. 

Scalability limitations can affect the adoption and usability of dApps, particularly for 

applications requiring high transaction throughput and real-time responsiveness. 

Implementing scalable is crucial to address these scalability challenges and ensure the long-

term viability of dApps on the VechainThor blockchain. 
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7 Conclusion and future work 
The aim of this master thesis is to explore the use of distributed ledger technology (DLT), 

specifically the Vechain blockchain, for improving the tracking and authentication of product 

deliveries within supply chain management. The goal was to design and develop a 

decentralized application (dApp) capable of securely recording the quantity of products 

delivered from a provider to a customer. The objective has been achieved by creating a 

decentralized application dApp that enables transparent recording of delivery data. Moreover, 

a good overview of some of the existing distributed ledger technologies has provided. 

The application has been successfully designed identifying all the necessary requirements in 

the analysis section. It has developed by implementing smart contracts to manage delivery 

number of products data securely on the VechainThor blockchain. Integrating the frontend 

interface with the blockchain allowed to exchange the product quantity of a provider-

customer delivery. 

The results demonstrate the practicability and effectiveness of blockchain in improving 

delivery tracking and authentication. The dApp provides a secure and decentralized solution, 

reducing risks of fraud and data manipulation. Moving forward, improving security measures, 

addressing scalability challenges, and incorporating user feedback will be key priorities. This 

iterative approach will ensure continuous improvement of the functionality and user 

experience inside the application. 

As future work, different distributed ledgers can be implemented and compared in terms of 

performance, security and scalability. The obtained results in performance with the designed 

dApp of 11.56 seconds of average execution time is expected compared with confirmation 

time in IOTA is between 10-12 seconds [32]. However, they are different technologies, and a 

better performance test should be executed in order to get a better scope of the whole 

performance of the application. 

In summary, this thesis helps in the foundation for blockchain-based solutions in supply chain 

management. By analyzing blockchain technology, the potential to increase transparency and 

efficiency has been shown in delivery processes, with opportunities for further advancements 

in the future. The developed application can be improved in designing a optimize smart 

contract with more information regarding the delivery.  
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Appendix B: Github repository 
Link to the repository: https://github.com/inigoIzaguirre21/Vechain_dApp_project. 

 


